
Rogue
Mysteries

Why host an
interactive
mystery with
us?

We can bring your team
together in the silliest

way possible,
& with only one murder. 

With Roving Rogue
Productions 

Check out our social
media

@rovingroguepro

We have been hosting
interactive mysteries since
2016 & have carefully honed
our craft for the best
experience possible.
Rogue Mysteries are silly.
engaging, interactive, & the
promise of a good time. 
Even better, we’ll help instill
important groundwork for 
 your team to bring them
together & expand their soft
skills. If desired, our trained
staff can even debrief after
the performance. 

Take teambuilding from
monotonous to filled with

laughter & a little
mayhem.

330-737-1010

rovingroguepro.Weebly.com

rovingroguepro@gmail.com



Little words
about us

Why a mystery
team builder?

Choose your
mystery

Spinning out of the Spring Hill
Players in 2020, the Roving
Rogues was started by 4
friends with a passion for the
arts, and the hope to expand
opportunities to local talent.
Our goal is to provide 
 opportunities for local  
 creators & for the public to
experience performances in
different ways & mediums. 

Who-dun-it? 
Our mysteries focus on
bringing you into the
mystery with us, giving
guests the opportunity
to interrogate  suspects
(as a group) & help
guide the story. You
never know what will
happen or how suspects
will change & adapt to
questions from guests.

Your team will have to
cooperate, use critical
thinking, and emotional
intelligence to solve a
mystery together.

Our mysteries are
always fun, a little
chaotic, and bring all
people together to find
the killer.

An Evening of Rivals: 
1920s Gangs

Moon Landing Mystery: 
1960s Moon Landing Party

All An Act: 
Traveling Performers

Walk the Plank: 
Pirate Crews

A Hot Drink: 
Coffee Shop Mystery

Annoying Co-Worker: 
Office Mystery

Other
Options

Rogues has a growing
list of mysteries we

offer. Contact us for
more info on offerings,
pricing, & customized

mysteries. 


